Welcome from the Chair

It is a great pleasure to welcome you to the International Conference on Bilevel Optimization and Related Topics (ICBO16) in honor of Stephan Dempe’s 60th birthday.

On this very special occasion, we decided to bring together former and current scholars, collaborators, colleagues and friends of Stephan Dempe in order to get to know
each other, to strengthen existing relations and to provide a basis for future cooperation.

We are looking forward to an excellent scientific program devoted to the exchange of
the latest results of the top researchers in the field of bilevel optimization, mathematical programs with equilibrium or complementarity constraints, set-valued optimization as well as optimal control.

Dresden is a wonderful city with a beautiful historic inner city that we will explore
during our tour. As the Saxon capital, Dresden has a long history as the royal residence for the Electors and Kings of Saxony who have furnished the city with cultural
splendor. In the baroque and rococo city center, you find the Frauenkirche, Zwinger,
Semperoper, Fürstenzug - just to name a few highlights. The bank of the River Elbe,
in the heart of the city, invites you to go for a walk and savor the fascinating view.

As a small note, please be aware that May 5th, 2016 (Thursday) is Ascension Day
which is a bank holiday in Germany.

We hope that the upcoming days are both enjoyable and valuable for you.

Susanne Franke
Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg
On behalf of the Organizing Committee
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Stephan Dempe
Born on May 6th, 1956 in Weimar (Thuringia, Germany), Stephan
Dempe started studying mathematics at the Technische Hochschule Karl-Marx-Stadt in 1976 and received his diploma in
1981. He stayed at this university until 1995 as a Scientific
Assistant and obtained the degree Doctor rerum naturalium as
well as his habilitation. He gained academic experience at the
Byelorussian State University in 1982, at the Leningrad State
University in 1988 and at the Universität Karlsruhe in 1995. He
also received a Promotion Award from the Deutsche Akademie
der Naturforscher Leopoldina in 1994. Following a short stay
in Leipzig, Stephan Dempe was appointed full professor at the
Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg in 1997.

His voluntary work in various committees is remarkable. Also, from 2009 to 2013,
Stephan Dempe was the dean of the Fakultät für Mathematik und Informatik.

Until now, he has successfully mentored 15 PhD students, with even more following
soon. His monographs and numerous articles published in journals received great
attention in the field of bilevel programming.

Together with his wife, Stephan Dempe has a son and a daughter who has made him
a grandfather.

Maybe you think about buying a present for Stephan Dempe. Instead, we kindly
ask you to support the animal shelter ALBERT SCHWEITZER in his name. You can find
further information on the following page.
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Animal shelter ALBERT SCHWEITZER

The animal protection organization Freiberg e.V. was founded in 1990 and runs the
animal shelter ALBERT SCHWEITZER where up to 30 dogs, 60 cats, birds, rodents of
all sorts, and even hedgehogs find sanctuary. Most of the staff members work on
honorary, unpaid basis; two are part of the federal volunteer service, and only two
are employed. All of them advocate animal welfare as well as respect for the animals which often come to the animal shelter in very bad shape. The animals are
unkempt, distraught, injured, sick, sometimes even tortured. The animal shelter ALBERT S CHWEITZER gives them a new home where they are treated with loving care
and respect by the friendly personnel. The animals can build confidence and find
strength. A special trainer takes care of the very maladjusted animals, and they also
get medical care - because only healthy animals can be adopted by new, loving owners.

Older animals usually don’t have a chance of finding a new foster family and are
likely to spend their remaining years in the animal shelter. Additionally, they often
need very expensive medical treatment because they suffer from chronic heart conditions, bone diseases, or gastric ulcers. The annual medical expenses for those
animals are 30 000 Euros.
These animals are the ones that we collect donations
for. In the name of Stephan Dempe, we hope that we
can count on your support to make a contribution towards a happy life for the animals.

If you wish to make a donation, then please be aware
that we will collect money during the conference.
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Daily events and conference schedule

Wednesday, May 4th
Chair: Patrick Mehlitz
08.50-10.00
Welcome
D. Ralph
Plenary talk
J. Ye
On solving polynomial bilevel programming problems
10.00-10.30
Break
10.30-12.00
Convex optimization
S.-M. Grad
About closedness type regularity conditions in convex optimization
M. Dür
Genericity and Stability Results in Linear Conic Programming
D. Pallaschke Ordered Median Functions and Reduced Pairs of Compact Convex
Sets
12.00-13.00
Lunch
13.00-14.30
Complementarity-type optimization
C. Kanzow
On cardinality-constrained optimization problems
A. Schwartz
A Reformulation of Sparse Optimization Problems using
Complementarity-type Constraints
J. Burtscheidt On stability of risk averse complementarity problems under uncertainty
14.30-15.00
Free time
15.00-17.30
City tour
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Thursday, May 5th
Chair: Susanne Franke
09.00-10.00
Plenary talk
B. Mordukhovich Value function approach to finite and semi-infinite bilevel optimization
10.00-10.30
Break
10.30-12.00
Variational analysis
T. Hoheisel
Epi-convergent Smoothing with Applications to Convex-composite
Functions
H. Gfrerer
On Lipschitzian properties of implicit multifunctions
C. Tammer
On set-valued optimization problems with variable ordering structure
12.00-13.30
Lunch
13.30-15.00
Bilevel optimal control
P. Mehlitz
Necessary optimality conditions for bilevel programming problems in Banach spaces with unique lower level solution
M. Gerdts
Some necessary conditions and numerical methods for bilevel optimal control problems
V. Kalashnikov
Bilevel Optimal Control for Water Management
15.00-15.30
Break
15.30-17.00
Algorithms
F. Mefo Kue
Discrete linear bilevel optimization problems
R. Paulavičius
BASBL: Branch-And-Sandwich BiLevel solver for nonconvex bilevel
problems
H. Djelassi
Discretization algorithms with guaranteed feasible points for semiinfinite programming
17.00-17.30
Break
17.30-18.30
Stability and bilevel programming
B. Zeng
Robust Bilevel Optimization and Investment of Renewable Generation under Electricity Market
V. Shikhman
Local models in bilevel optimization
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Friday, May 6th
Chair: Alain Zemkoho
09.00-10.00
Plenary talk
R. Henrion
Calmness of the perturbation mappings for MPECs in original and
enhanced form
10.00-10.30
Break
10.30-12.00
Stochastics in bilevel programming
W. Römisch
A bilevel optimization approach to optimal scenario generation in
stochastic programming
M. Claus
Stability in stochastic bilevel programming
R. Schultz
Bilevel Optimization from the Stochastic-Programming Point-ofView: Optimism and Pessimism
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Information for participants

Your registration fee admits you to the complete program of the ICBO16. The morning and afternoon coffee breaks, lunch at the InterCityHotel Dresden as well as the
city tour on May 4th are included as well.

Wireless access is available in the conference room. If you are staying at the InterCityHotel Dresden, you will also have free wireless access for up to two devices in your
room. Furthermore, public transportation in Dresden is free as well.

Information for speakers

The conference room is equipped with a laptop, a beamer, a flip chart and a laser
pointer. The laptop is not connected to the internet, so please bring the PDF file of
your presentation on a USB flash drive. Be aware that PowerPoint is not available.

Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to the beginning of your session such that you
have enough time to check in with the session chair and to copy your presentation
from your USB flash drive to the laptop.

Time your presentation such that it fits to your designated time span (50 minutes for
plenary speakers, all others 25 minutes), leaving time for questions from the audience
(10 minutes for plenary speakers, all others 5 minutes).
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Abstracts

Jane Ye (University of Victoria)
On solving polynomial bilevel programming problems
A bilevel program is a sequence of two optimization problems where the constraint
region of the upper level problem is determined implicitly by the solution set to the
lower level problem. In this talk we report some recent progresses on solving polynomial bilevel programming problems where all functions are polynomials. We
propose a numerical method for globally solving the polynomial bilevel program.
For the simple bilevel program where the lower level constraints are independent
of the upper level variables, this algorithm guarantees the convergence to the optimal solutions of the bilevel program.
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Sorin-Mihai Grad (Technische Universität Chemnitz)
About closedness type regularity conditions in convex optimization
The closedness type regularity conditions have proven during the last decade to
be viable alternatives to their more restrictive interiority type counterparts, in both
convex optimization and different areas where it was successfully applied. In this
talk we will de- and reconstruct some general closedness type regularity conditions,
in order to stress that they arise naturally when dealing with optimization problems.

Mirjam Dür (Universität Trier)
Genericity and Stability Results in Linear Conic Programming
We discuss genericity and stability of properties of linear conic problems. A property is said to be stable at a problem instance if the property still holds under a
small perturbation of the problem data. We say that a property is weakly generic
if it holds for almost all problem instances. We investigate genericity and stability of Slater’s condition, uniqueness of the optimal solution, nondegeneracy, and
strict complementarity in conic programming. Moreover, we characterize first order
optimal solutions and discuss their stability.
Diethard Pallaschke (Karlsruher Institut für Technologie)
Ordered Median Functions and Reduced Pairs of Compact Convex Sets
The class of ordered median functions, which are roughly speaking weighted averages of ordered elements has been introduced by S. Nickel and J. Puerto for the
treatment of continuous location problems. In this paper we prove that in finite
dimensional spaces every ordered median function is the Minkowski dual of a pair
of reduced polytopes. This implies a very general theorem on the representation
of an ordered median function as a uniquely determined difference of two sublinear functions up to adding and subtracting one and the same arbitrary sublinear
function.
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Christian Kanzow (Universität Würzburg)
On cardinality-constrained optimization problems
We present a reformulation of cardinality- (or sparsity-) constrained optimization
problems as a smooth optimization problem in continuous variables and discuss
its main properties like suitable problem-tailored constraint qualifications and corresponding optimality conditions. Based on this reformulation, we also develop an
algorithm and provide a summary of the numerical results. This talk is based on a
joint work with Oleg P. Burdakov, Michal Červinka, and Alexandra Schwartz.
Alexandra Schwartz (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
A Reformulation of Sparse Optimization Problems using Complementarity-type
Constraints
Consider sparse optimization problems, i.e. mathematical programs where part
of the objective is to minimize the number of nonzero entries in the solution vector.
We present a continuous reformulation of this combinatorial part of the objective
function using a complementarity-type of constraints. In this talk, we will discuss the
relation between the original and the reformulated problem and provide suitable
optimality conditions as well as a possible solution method for the reformulated
problem. The talk is based on a joint work with Christian Kanzow and Oleg P.
Burdakov.
Johanna Burtscheidt (Universität Duisburg-Essen)
On stability of risk averse complementarity problems under uncertainty
Inspired by structural similarities to risk neutral one-stage stochastic optimization
a risk averse formulation for general stochastic complementarity problems (SCP)
based on the expected residual minimization (ERM) model will be presented. In
particular, qualitative stability of optimal values of this problem under perturbation
of the underlying Borel probability measure will be investigated with respect to
weak convergence of probability measures. An overview of NCP functions fitting
into the setting concludes the talk.
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Boris Mordukhovich (Wayne State University Detroit)
Value function approach to finite and semi-infinite bilevel optimization
This talk is devoted to the study of optimistic bilevel programs based on the
so-called value/marginal function approach. This approach allows us reducing
bilevel programs to single-value problems of mathematical programming with unavoidably nondifferentiable (and often nonconvex) data. Applying generalized
differentiation theory of variational analysis in convex and nonconvex settings together with methods of nondifferentiable optimization, we derive verifiable optimality conditions for optimistic bilevel programs, which give us the potential for
numerical implementations. A special attention is paid to a relatively new class
of bilevel optimization with infinite convex inequality constraints in both finite and
infinite dimensions.
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Tim Hoheisel (Universität Würzburg)
Epi-convergent Smoothing with Applications to Convex-composite Functions
Smoothing methods have become part of the standard tool set for the study and
solution of nondifferentiable and constrained optimization problems as well as a
range of other variational and equilibrium problems. In this note we synthesize and
extend recent results due to Beck and Teboulle on infimal convolution smoothing
for convex functions with those of X. Chen on gradient consistency for nonconvex
functions. We use epi-convergence techniques to define a notion of epi-smoothing
that allows us to tap into the rich variational structure of the subdifferential calculus
for nonsmooth, nonconvex, and nonfinite-valued functions. As an illustration of the
versatility and range of epi-smoothing techniques, the results are applied to the
general constrained optimization for which nonlinear programming is a special
case.
Helmut Gfrerer (Johannes Kepler Universität Linz)
On Lipschitzian properties of implicit multifunctions
The talk is devoted to the development of new sufficient conditions for the calmness
and the Aubin property of implicit multifunctions. As the basic tool one employs
the directional limiting coderivative which, together with the graphical derivative,
enable us a fine analysis of the local behavior of the investigated multifunction
along relevant directions. For verification of the calmness property, in addition,
a new condition has been discovered which parallels the missing implicit function
paradigm and permits us to replace the original multifunction by a substantially
simpler one. The talk is based on a joint work with Jiří Outrata.
Christiane Tammer (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)
On set-valued optimization problems with variable ordering structure
We introduce and investigate an optimality concept for set-valued optimization
problems with variable ordering structure. In our approach, the ordering structure
is governed by a set-valued map acting between the same spaces as the objective
multifunction. Necessary optimality conditions for the proposed problem are derived in terms of Bouligand and Mordukhovich generalized differentiation objects.
This talk is based on a joint work with Marius Durea and Radu Strugariu.
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Patrick Mehlitz (Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg)
Necessary optimality conditions for bilevel programming problems in Banach
spaces with unique lower level solution
In this talk we consider a bilevel programming problem in Banach spaces whose
lower level problem possesses a unique solution for any choice of the upper level
variable. Exploiting results obtained by Haraux, we show that under certain conditions the lower level solution map is directionally differentiable and its directional
derivative equals the solution of a mathematical problem with complementarity
constraints (MPCC) in Banach spaces. Afterwards, this relation is used to construct
necessary optimality conditions for the original bilevel programming problem. Finally, we apply the derived theory to parameter identification problems appearing
in optimal control.
Matthias Gerdts (Universität der Bundeswehr München)
Some necessary conditions and numerical methods for bilevel optimal control
problems
The talk addresses bilevel optimal control problems with optimal control problems
at both levels. For a class of problems, where the coupling occurs through boundary conditions, necessary conditions are derived and applied to an example with
a Stackelberg game. To this end, the value function of the lower level problem is
exploited in a single level reformulation. For more complex problems, numerical
methods are used to approximate the value function, provided the state dimension
is low enough. Direct discretization methods are then used to solve the single level
optimal control problem together with some smoothing of the value function. Finally, extensions towards bilevel scheduling problems will be presented. The talk
is based on a joint work with Konstantin Palagachev.
Viacheslav V. Kalashnikov (Tecnológico de Monterrey)
Bilevel Optimal Control for Water Management
This paper deals with applications of Bilevel Optimal Control techniques to solve
three groundwater management problems: maximum pumping from an aquifer;
minimum cost water supply development; and minimum cost aquifer remediation.
We reduce the bilevel control problem to an equivalent single-level optimal control
formulation and describe numerical algorithms to solve the related models. We
also show the prospective of our approach to solve a real-life problem arising in
the Laguna region of North-West Mexico. This talk is based on a joint work with
Nataliya I. Kalashnykova and Francesc López Ramos.
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Floriane Mefo Kue (Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg)
Discrete linear bilevel optimization problems
The linear bilevel programming problem consists of minimizing a linear function
over a set of linear constraints where some of the variables are restricted to be
an optimal solution of another linear program parametrized by the remaining
variables. Here, we consider problems where both levels are discrete. We start
to reformulate the problem into a one level programming problem but in the
constraints of the new problem, we have some quadratic inequalities. We relax
those nonlinear constraints by linear ones. We describe then an algorithm that
extends existing techniques for standard integer linear programs to our challenging
computational setting. We illustrate the algorithm via an example. The talk is
based on a joint work with Stephan Dempe.
Remigijus Paulavičius (Imperial College London)
BASBL: Branch-And-Sandwich BiLevel solver for nonconvex bilevel problems
In this talk, we present BASBL, a Branch-And-Sandwich BiLevel solver for nonlinear bilevel problems, implemented within the MINOTAUR toolkit. The original
Branch-and-Sandwich algorithm is extended to include alternative options in the
way each step of the algorithm is tackled, particularly improved bounding schemes
and alternative choices for branching and node management. The computational
performance of the BASBL solver is analysed for different algorithmic variants by
solving a nonconvex bilevel problems from a test library. This talk is based on a
joint work with Polyxeni-M. Kleniati and Claire S. Adjiman.
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Hatim Djelassi (Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen)
Discretization algorithms with guaranteed feasible points for semi-infinite programming
Semi-infinite programs (SIPs) are mathematical programs with a finite number of
variables and an infinite number of constraints. This is commonly expressed by a
parameterized constraint, which has to hold simultaneously for all possible values
of a parameter from a set of infinite cardinality. One solution approach for SIPs
is a finite discretization of this parameter set, which results in a relaxation of the
original program. The relaxed program is a nonlinear program (NLP) and can
be solved by existing solvers to provide a lower bound to the solution of the SIP.
Given an adaptive discretization scheme, a series of these lower bounding NLPs
can be solved such that the lower bound converges to the solution of the SIP in
the limit. This basic algorithm, however, cannot guarantee feasible iterates in finite time. Recently, several methods were proposed that solve SIPs to a feasible
ε-optimal point in finite time. In this presentation, we analyze two discretizationbased bounding algorithms that introduce (implicitly or explicitly) a restriction of
the semi-infinite constraint to achieve feasible iterates. We show that for certain
problems, both algorithms tend to generate an overpopulated discretization and
therefore require many iterations to converge. Motivated by the comparison, we
derive a hybrid method relying on modified procedures from both algorithms to
generate an adaptive restriction of the semi-infinite constraint and thereby avoid
overpopulation. The new method performs better on problems where overpopulation would be a problem while remaining competitive on established SIP benchmark problems. This talk is based on a joint work with Alexander Mitsos.
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Bo Zeng (University of Pittsburgh)
Robust Bilevel Optimization and Investment of Renewable Generation under
Electricity Market
Because renewable energy supply is intermittent and unreliable, we build a robust
bilevel optimization model, where the upper-level decision maker maximizes the
overall benefit from renewable energy consumptions in the grid, which are derived from the lower-level market clearing problem, subject to the financial budget
and the availability of renewables, which is captured by an uncertainty set. We
then show that the derived investment plans are robust against random renewable
generations.
Vladimir Shikhman (Université catholique de Louvain)
Local models in bilevel optimization
We study bilevel optimization from a structural point of view. For that, we consider
bilevel optimization problems up to smooth local coordinate transformations at
their solutions. The latter equivalence relation induces classes of bilevel optimization problems. We focus on stable classes corresponding to a dense set of data
functions. We prove that these classes are unique and call them "basic classes".
Their representatives in the simplest form are called local models. For particular
realizations of bilevel optimization basic classes and their local models are elaborated. We discuss new phenomena arising from the appearance of multiple global
minimizers as well as their possible bifurcation. In collaboration with D. Dorsch,
H. Th. Jongen.
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René Henrion (Weierstraß Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics, Berlin)
Calmness of the perturbation mappings for MPECs in original and enhanced
form
A classical result by Ye/Ye (’97) states that the calmness of the perturbed generalized equation of an MPEC allows one to formulate M-stationarity conditions. As a
corollary, the same result can be immediately restated for the enhanced form of
the MPEC in its enhanced form (based on KKT conditions). The talk focuses on the
comparison of the calmness property for the two respective perturbation mappings
depending on the constraint qualification imposed on the base set.

Werner Römisch (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
A bilevel optimization approach to optimal scenario generation in stochastic
programming
Based on a stability result for linear two-stage stochastic programs we show that
the problem of optimal scenario generation may be formulated as generalized
semi-infinite program. We derive its properties and discuss approaches for its
numerical solution. The talk is based on a joint work with René Henrion.
Matthias Claus (Universität Duisburg-Essen)
Stability in stochastic bilevel programming
In bilevel optimization, an objective function is to be minimized over the graph
of the solution set mapping of a second parametric optimization problem. Under
stochastic data uncertainty and the assumption that only the parametrized problem can be solved under full information, these problems give rise to a class of
stochastic problems that contains two-stage stochastic programs as a special case.
The talk discusses continuity of the objective functions arising from the mean risk
formulation of these problems under perturbations of the underlying measure w.r.t.
the topology of weak convergence. Implications for stability of the optimal values
and optimal solution sets are pointed out.
Rüdiger Schultz (Universität Duisburg-Essen)
Bilevel Optimization from the Stochastic-Programming Point-of-View: Optimism and Pessimism
This talk is intended as a collection of reminiscences, some general, some personal, some mathematical, some feuilletonistic, some to a book - optimistic and
pessimistic, but all honoring our jubilarian.
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Visiting Dresden

Having spent the day in the conference room of the InterCityHotel Dresden, which
is located near the Hauptbahnhof (Central Station), Dresden offers various ways to
spend the evening. Whether you are culturally interested, feeling the need to go for
a walk, or conclude the evening at a nice restaurant, Dresden will meet all your needs.

You find a map with a selection of the famous sights on the back of this booklet.

From the large choice of restaurants, here are a few ones we can recommend.

Historical, extraordinary:
Pulverturm an der Frauenkirche
Sophienkeller im Taschenbergpalais
Rustic, traditional:
Kutscherschänke
Altmarktkeller
Italian:
L’Osteria
If you find the time, we suggest that you extend your stay in Dresden and maybe
visit one of the museums like the Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister or the Albertinum. Or
you may take a trip to the Bastei (bastion) in the Elbsandsteingebirge (Elbe Sandstone
Mountains) which is about 30 km up the River Elbe. If you follow the Elbe 10 km
downstream, you will reach the very adorable medieval town center Altkötzschenbroda.
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Semperoper (Semper Opera)
Zwinger
Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister (Old Masters Gallery)
Theaterplatz (Theater Square)
Katholische Hofkirche (Catholic Church of the Royal Court)
Grünes Gewölbe (Green Vault)
Fürstenzug (Procession of Princes)
Frauenkirche (Church of Our Lady)
Goldener Reiter (Golden Horseman)
Canaletto-Blick (Canaletto View)
Brühlsche Terrasse (Brühl’s Terrace)
Albertinum, Gemäldegalerie Neue Meister (New Masters Gallery)
Kreuzkirche (Church of the Holy Cross)
Prager Straße (Prague Street)
InterCityHotel Dresden
Hauptbahnhof (Central Station)
Volkswagen Gläserne Manufaktur (Volkswagen Transparent Factory)
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